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At Beauty Affair, our mission is to celebrate the diverse 
tapestry of the beauty industry. Beauty Affair is more than 
a magazine; it is a platform that champions creativity, 
talent, and excellence within the beauty community. We 
invite readers to embark on a journey of discovery and 
appreciation for the ever-evolving world of beauty.



Beauty Affair Magazine is a luxury media outlet that celebrates Long Island 
beauty in print and digital. Immerse yourself in captivating editorials, expert 
beauty tips, and exclusive interviews with industry leaders. From the latest 
trends in skincare and makeup to in-depth features on beauty icons, and 

the hottest deals, our magazine is a must-read for those passionate about 
the art and science of beauty. 

A Full Glossy, Beauty, Wellness, &
 Fashion Magazine 



Beauty Affair, founded by Lindsay Aliseo, is a multifaceted beauty platform that captures 
and celebrates the essence of the beauty industry. Lindsay is the visionary who curates 
exclusive events like the Beauty Affair Bougie Brunch, featuring guest Bravolebrities like 
Melissa Gorga, Sonja Morgan, and Margaret Josephs. The platform hosts the prestigious 

Long Island Beauty Awards and is gearing up for the upcoming Long Island Beauty Expo. 
Lindsay Aliseo also serves as the Co-Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of the all-new Beauty 

Affair Magazine, bringing her expertise and passion to the forefront of the publication.



As Co-Publisher and Director of Relations of Leenex Media, Dawn 
Boyle Kostakis plays a pivotal role in the direction of Beauty Affair 

Magazine. Kostakis, also known as “The Mother of the Moms 
Groups”, has a vision for networking across the Island like no other. 
In 2010, Dawn founded the first local moms groups on Facebook. 

Leveraging the 35+ groups, Dawn created Long Island Exclusive, an 
advertising and marketing platform for local businesses. She is 

known for bridging the gap between customer and small business, 
helping our local community come together in a whole new way.
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Ad Space

Long Island Press / Beauty Affair Magazine Media Kit   Info@BeautyAffairPod.com   BeautyAffairLI.com 

1 Full Page Glossy Advertisement

1/2 Page Glossy Advertisement

1/4 Page Glossy Advertisement

Trendsetting Guide Listing (text) $250
$400

$238
$380

$213
$340Enhanced Listing (logo & premium placement)
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Show how you solve the 
problem you identified.

What will be different when 
the problem is solved (by 
you)?

Print Specs
All advertisements must be submitted digitally. Advertisers are encouraged 

to submit PDF files provided that they are prepared for press-optimized 
printing in CMYK or GRAYSCALE formats. Production charges may apply for 

other formats. FTP site available upon request. Files over 10MB must be 
uploaded to our FTP Server. For an Acrobat Distiller job-options file and 

more information on creating acceptable PDF Files, please contact, 
Graphic@BeautyAffairLI.com . 

All photos and artwork must be 300dpi, actual size for CMYK. Acceptable 
files format are JPEG, TIF, PDF and EPS formats. When submitting files, 

include screen and printer fonts for use in producing the ad. 
All ads may be emailed to Graphic@BeautyAffairLI.com . 

FILE FORMAT:

POLICIES:        
In the event of typographical errors or incorrect insertions made in part of Beauty Affair 

Magazine staff or associates, Beauty Affair Magazine will run corrected version of the 
advertisement. Beauty Affair Magazine’s responsibility for errors will not exceed the cost of 

the ad in which it appears. Publisher responsible for errors for one issue only. Claims for 
adjustment must be made within 30 days of publication. Advertisers shall notify their sales 
representative of any such error in time for correction before the second insertion. Beauty 

Affair Magazine reserves the right to edit, alter and omit any advertisement. All advertising is 
subject to final approval by the Publisher. If specific advertising positioning is requested, 

Beauty Affair Magazine will try to accommodate all seasonal requests. Positions are amiable 
and guaranteed to for display ads for an additional charge. Advertiser and/or advertising 

agency assumes all liability for advertisement published (including illustrations, text, claims, 
etc) and the Beauty Affair Magazine assumes no financial responsibility for typographical 

errors or for omissions of copy.  

TYPE 
SAFETY
.5” inside 

document 
edge

No Bleed SpreadBleed Spread

Trim 15.34” x 9.67”
Gutter 1”
(Use gutter ONLY if ad is NOT a centerfold)

Trim 16.5” x 10.75”
Bleed 17” x 11.25”
Safety 15.5” x 9.75” 
Gutter 1”
(Use gutter ONLY if ad is NOT a centerfold)
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